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DIRECTORS’ TALK
YOUR HOMETOWN: THE POWER OF PLACE
IN COMING-OF-AGE FILM
EVENT REPORT
by Colin Marshall
On his recent trip to the United States, celebrated Japanese
filmmaker Nobuhiko Obayashi paid a visit to the Japan
Foundation, Los Angeles. Over the past decade, we Americans
have discovered Obayashi thanks to the efforts of cinephiles
promoting his films, most notably his psychedelic 1977 teenage
horror picture House , as lost visually and thematically inventive
“cult” classics. But as we realized when he sat down in the
auditorium with younger Japanese director (and USC graduate)
Takafumi Ota, his countrymen know him as a maker of furusato films, or movies rooted in Japanese
“hometowns.” This goes especially for his own furusato of Onomichi, a small city in Hiroshima Prefecture
facing the Inland Sea.
By setting and shooting so many films there, Obayashi made Onomichi famous, much to the consternation
of Japan’s architectural modernizers. Audiences saw his hometown’s unusual abundance of wood-andpaper homes, the old-fashioned kind which Tokyo lost in the Second World War, and felt dissatisfied with
the concrete replacements that had risen seemingly all at once during the country’s postwar period of
uniquely rapid cultural change. Onomichi’s government, which had considered no less a master than
Yasujiro Ozu “the biggest fool in the world” (in Obayashi’s words) for shooting the nostalgic Tokyo Story
there, took a similarly dim view of Obayashi’s films, thinking them an irritating impedance to new, Westernstyle construction. Yet when the filmmaker made appearances in cities all over Japan, their citizens would
all ask him the same question: “How do we rebuild our town to look like Onomichi?” He advised them not
to, and instead to maximize the good in the build environment they already had. “They didn’t listen,” he
added.
The northern towns affected by the Tohoku earthquake and tsunami, Obayashi explained, had, like
Onomichi, been considered officially “backward.” Yet after the event, he sensed in them a resilient
Japanese nature that more modernized cities may no longer understand. He described the film industry
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coming to a “screeching halt” as the whole country realized that economic growth hadn’t protected them

from disaster. During this period of reflection, representatives of the
northeastern city of Nagaoka came to Obayashi, asking him to shoot a
film there. Inspired by the persistence of old lifestyles in Nagaoka and
the anti-war resolve of the town’s Grand Fireworks Festival, Obayashi
made Casting Blossoms to the Sky , his latest picture. “I’m an
entertainer, but at heart a journalist,” the filmmaker said, describing his
furusato films as not just about hometowns but about Japan’s very
history and spirit, and whether the Japanese can protect it from the
tendency to forget. “Even in a thoroughly modernized society, you find
this spirit. I want to find it and present it, entertainingly.”

EVENT INFORMATION
American Graffiti and California. Good Will Hunting and Boston. Strawberry Fields and Wakayama. Some
films are synonymous with their locations. When you’re young and impressionable, your hometown is your
entire world, defining every aspect of existence. Your old neighborhood is everything you know, and the
people there are never quite like anyone else. As Bruce Springsteen said, “Son, take a good look around this is your hometown.” When these relationships are reflected on film, they become universal yet also
indelible, impossible to imagine in any other place.
These nostalgic themes are especially powerful in Japanese cinema. In Japan, regional variations in
scenery, dialect, and cuisine are vividly pronounced, and people often retain a deep emotional connection
to their hometowns throughout their lives.
Award-winning directors Nobuhiko Obayashi and Takafumi Ota, making a special visit from Japan, will
discuss the emotional power of setting in film, with a Q&A to follow.

DATE: SATURDAY, MAY 11, 2013
TIME: 2:00PM – 3:30PM
PLACE: AUDITORIUM AT THE JAPAN FOUNDATION, LOS ANGELES
NOBUHIKO OBAYASHI
A native of Onomichi City, Hiroshima Prefecture, Obayashi began making movies after he came upon a
film projector in a closet in his house one day when he was three years old at the height of the Pacifi c
War. He is known for his groundbreaking experimental works and memorable commercials as well as his
features, including the hit horror thriller “House” and the crime mystery “The Reason,” which was an
o fficial selection at the 2005 Berlin International Film Festival. Obayashi is also acclaimed for his comingof-age films such as “I Are You, You Am Me,” part of his “Onomachi Trilogy” shot in his hometown. His
latest release, “Casting Blossoms to the Sky” (2012), addresses the devastating earthquake and tsunami of
March 11, 2011.
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TAKAFUMI OTA

Originally from Tanabe City, Wakayama Prefecture, Ota
studied Hollywood filmmaking at the USC School of
Cinematic Arts in 1985. Gaining experience and renown
with several pop culture and horror film projects such as
“Tales of Terror from Tokyo and All Over Japan” and
working with teen idol music group Morning Musume, he
went on to direct such films as the critically acclaimed
breakout “Strawberry Fields,” screened at Cannes, and
“Shodo Girls Blue Blue Sky,” shown at the Los Angeles
Japan Film Festival in 2011. Both of these films were
shot in his hometown.
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Past Events: Others



Lights, Camera, Japanese! Become a Voice Over Star

Japanese Workshop: Samurai Acting

Workshop: Create Your Own Kanji & Calligraphy

Butoh Workshop by Dance Maestro Mushimaru Fujieda

An Evening with Kabuki Actor Kyozo Nakamura

Lecture & Demonstration: Samurai Spirit Alive

Words Can't Go There: John Kaizan Nepture Shakuhachi Live in Los Angeles

Workshop: Action in Japanese

Evening Time Wellness Wednesday (Yoga & Meditation)

Change the World with Onigiri 2018

Lecture & Demonstration: Noh Masks

Ask Marty

TATAKE TAKE: Let's Play Bamboo Beat!

Hands on with Japanese Handmade Paper

Bamboo Music

Japan Korea Miso

Rakugo Sankyo

Takahashi Hiroko

New Year's Cuisine

One Piece Kabuki
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Time After Time

Takeo Kawaguchi - SLOW BODY

Street-style Kendama

Perspectives on Risque Cinema

Cinema Kabuki

Cinema Kabuki

R&R Library Lounge

Java and Jazz Library Lounge

Change the World With Onigiri

Japanese Design Today

Kyogen Performance/Workshop

Daidengaku Dance Workshop

Mashi Murakami Meet & Greet

Daughters of the Samurai

One-Man Kabuki Storyteller

Zen Calligraphy Workshop

Rakugo

The Great Passage

Ai Kuwabara Trio Project

Japanese Kites

Hachi - A Dog's Tale
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Japan Film Festival

Director's Talk

Nikkatsu at 100

Cast Me If You Can

Abeya Tsugaru-Shamisen

Arigato From Japan
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